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SEDIMENTOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
ON THE EARLY CRETACEOUS SEDIMENTS IN EASTERN

PARTS OF THE NUOSSUAQ EMBAYMENT

E. J. Schiener

Abstract

The early structural evolution of the embayment is evaluated by interpretation of sedimentary
features at the contact between Precambrian basement and the overlying sediments and by interpret
ing vertical facies relationships within the Cretaceous sediments.

Introduetion

In the Nugssuaq embayment the unconformity between the Precambrian basement rocks
and the Mesozoic cover is exposed only in a few localities. The coastal section to the east
of the Ikorfat prornontory on Nugssuaq together with the landward slopes provide sufficient
exposure to allowa reconstruction of the depositional conditions for the sediments (figs 24
& 25). However, the situation of key exposures does not perrnit the observation of a
continuous profile from the basal unconformity through to the overlying basalts.
Basement-cover contacts are limited to low coastal cliff sections and isolated localities
further inland; they are always separated horizontally and vertically from the lowest parts
of the nearest stream sections that expose continuous vertical sequences through to the
base of the volcanics.

Additional difficulties are introduced by a number of young coast parallel fauIts; gener
ally they are normal slip fauIts, but there is at least one possibie major oblique slip fauIt
present. Owing to the small throws, distinctive lithological units are readily picked up again
in the individual fault blocks.

At the time of the field investigations from 1972 to 1974 the biostratigraphic position of
the sediments was based on Koch (1964), who assumed an unconformity between the
Lower Cretaceous Korne Formation and the younger Atane Formation. Palynological
investigations of Croxton (1976; personal communication) indicate that the top of the
Cretaceous sedimentary section has an Upper Albian ar Cenomanian age. Evidence for an
unconformity within the section is not convincing with the exception of one locality at
Talerua (fig. 24); it is therefore assumed here that the greater part of the sediments were
deposited during the Early Cretaceous.
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Regional relief on the basement surfaee is eonsiderable, rising from ea level to 1800 m
within 5-6 km inland from the coast. In some of the coastal outerop , however, relief
differences appeal' to be weak locally.

The nature of the uneonformity is far from uniform in the region under eonsideration.
Rosenkrantz & Pulvertaft (1969) report deeply weathered gneiss with the weathered zone
up to 35 m in thiekness. A eommonly ob ervable feature is a thinner (maximum 4-6 m
thiek) zone of disintegration, without development of ehemieal1y altered horizons; where
the basal sediments eonsist of sandstone, the transition is difficult to pinpoint (Ikorfat),
Similarly well eoncealed is the intercalation of a thin rhyolitic tuff deposit between deeply
weathered gnei s and the earliest deposits of the normal faeie ol' the Cretaeeou sediments
at Ivnakav ak (fig. 25). A further variation is flanking a basement knoll; the overlying
sediments show indications of a mass-transport deposit interealated between fresh gneiss
and the normal sedimentary faeies (east of Talerua), In these exposures at lea t two
angular discordanee exist between the lower, differently developed sediments and the
'normal' faeies of the Cretaceous sediments (fig. 26).

In the folIowing sections individual facies elements and their speeifie charaeleristies are
de eribed and related to the development of the 'edimentary basin.

Contact of Precambrian basernent and Mesozoic sediments

At least three different types of sedimentary development ean be deseribed from this
zone exposed in the eastern part of the north eoast of ugs uaq.
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Fig. 26. Angular disconfor
mity between sediments di
rectly overlying basement
and the normally deveJoped
Cretaceous sediments, Tale-

rua.

Disintegraled gneiss transition

The fresh leucocratic gneiss is strongly foliated with near horizontal layering. Quartz
veins are very common. The transition from unweathered gneiss to the reworked weath
ered zone i very indistinct (fig. 27) and only some distance above the actual base does the
reworking become recognizable by more continuous lense and band of angular vein
quarlz. There is no colour change detectable.

The sedimentary nature of the overlying deposits only becomes obvious from the first
dark siltstone band, 20-30 cm thick, with abundant outsize (millimetre-sized) quartz and
feldspar c1asts. The dark colour of the silt tone band i cau ed by finely disper ed coaly
matter.

In the subseqllent lenticular bedded and flaggy siltstone a trong size discrepancy bet
ween the dominaling well and thinJy bedded siltstone and the flasers of coarse quartzose
andstone continues. The change to the overlying very coarse, in parts pebbly sandstone is

abrupt. Bedding is indistinct, with irreglllarly distributed lenses ofpebble sized vein quartz
and gneiss fragments; coaly matter is present, but ha no colouring effect. The overall
impression is very simiiar to the 'disintegrated' gneiss and is be t de cribed as 'granite
wash'. The majority of feldspars are relatively fresh; mica are not common.

A second haly silty band again around 30 cm thick overlies the more massive 'granite
wash' bed. It is followed upwards by fine flaggy andstones, rich in dispersed organic
debris and with concentralion of mica and coaly matter on the partings. There is an
upward transition with increa ingly greater proportions of dark silty shaly material to a
Ih1rd shale band. In this hardly any outsize clasts are found. The lower parts of the low
angle cross laminated sandstones that overlie the shale horizon are well and evenly bedded.
Shaly partings produce a flaggy appearance. Towards the top ofthis unit coarser sand tone
beds appear. They are faintly graded and lack the lamination of the underlying laminated
sandstone, in which they cause slight load deformation.
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Fig. 27. Contact between gneiss-basement and overly
ing sediments at Ikorfat.

Interpretation

The basal sediments were deposited under predominantly low energy conditions
(absence of cross-be'dding) without influx of transported material. Reworking of the exist
ing regolith by currerit or wave action did not penetrate to the unweathered gneiss. The
lack of clay sized weathering products can either be ascribed to gentle winnowing or may
be related to chemical conditions. The absence of both ferric and ferrous colorations below
the first concentration of organic matter in the carbonaceous siltstone band would indicate
acid environment in which most mica minerals are unstable (Fuchtbauer & Muller, 1970).

Upwards the development of lenticular bedded siltstone and thinly bedded, flaggy,
medium grained sandstone indicates continuous shallow water environment; the intercala
tions of coarser sands could be produced by catastrophic pulses like storms or floods
providing increased influx of materiaL That deposition of the 'granite wash' was quick is
indicated by the slight loading produced in the upper laminated fine sandstone.

The absence of faunal elements leaves the actual environment of deposition open to
speculation. A prograding shore environment, either marine or lacustrine, might be consi
dered.

4 Rapport nr. 79
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Rhyolitic tuff horizon

In the coasta! cliffs at lvnakavsak (fig. 32) the Precambrian gnei s is covered by a 5-8
metre thick paleOl'egolith consisting of both reworked debri and in situ paleosøil. Both
reworked material and paleosoil show irregularly distributed patches with red oxidation
colours in the prevaiJing grey to fawn coloured rocks with abundant kaolonitic matrix.

Above the paleOl'egolith a thin rhyolitic tuff horizon is continuously exposed for a hori
zontal distance of approximately 400 m. The depo it i normally 2-3 m thick, with max
imum thickness observed around 9 m (tig 28 & 29). The character of the horizon varies
between dense massive and erudely bedded material reminiscent of waterlaid tuff. Mac
roscopically the deposit i characterized by quartz phenocry ts together with pyrite filled
pumice fragments in a matrix of kaolonitized shard . Topmo t parts of both the dense and
the bedded varieties become increasingly contaminated by carbonaceous wi ps and are
finaJly covered by a thin (15 cm) impure coal seam. Above the eoal seam follow the arko ic
andstones alternating with carbonaceolls shales that con titute the 'nolmai' Early Cre

taceou facies.

Interpretation

The localized occllrrence of a depo it presumably originating from an explosive vo!canic
phase appears to be contradictory to the normally very widely distributed tuffs from the
geological record. A rea on for this eould be the limited expo ure of the eontact
ba ement-cover rocks, a second explanation might be the limited conditions for preserva-

Fig. 28. Intercalation of tuff horizon bet
ween pre- or early Cretaceous paleo
regolith and early Cretaceous Korne faCies

sediments, Ivnakavsak.
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tion of a thin and chemically unstable ash deposit. However, the frequent and widespread
occurrence of fragments of pisolites and other silicified ?tuffs in the EarlyCretaceous
sandstones (Schiener, 1974) might indicate a much wider distribution than has been ob
served.

From the accessibie exposures it is equally difficult' to determine the environment as well
as the mechanism of deposition. The bedded appearance and the poorly developed sorting
suggest that the tuff originated as normal fall-out from a single phase of explosive vo1canic
activity. Concentration ofpumice in top parts would indicate aqueous environment, which
seems to be substantiated by the admixture of carbonaceous material, culminating in the
overlying vitritic coal seam. Deposition in a shallow waterlogged depression with quickly
accumulating cover of organic matter might be the reason for the local preservation. The
presence of well crystallized kaolinite 'books' and the absence of carbonate in the tuff
indicate acid fresh water environment (Troger, 1969).

Mass-transport deposits below 'normal' facies

Although the gneiss base to these deposits is not exposed, it can be inferred as being
dose, as the nearest gneiss outcrop is less than 100 m away at Talerua.

The exposed deposit has a thickness of 5-6 metres (fig. 30). It consists ofa lower
sharpstone conglomerate (Pettijohn, 1975) containing imbricated gneiss slabs in acoarse
sand sized matrix. The matrix consists exdusively of gneiss-derived vein quartz, cen
timetre sized gneiss fragments and conspicuously large feldspars (fig. 31). Cementation is
very thorough. The slabs reach 15-20 cm along their 10ng axes and are 3-4 cm thick; they
consist of a darker, mica rich rock, characteristic of the dark bands occurring in the banded

4"
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gneiss described by Henderson & Pulvertaft (1967). Towards the top there are more
equidimensional fragments in a size range from 10-15 cm across. The composition of the
fragments is gradually changing with light coloured and non-foliated gneiss becoming more
abundant. Apart from the lowest parts with imbricated components the deposit is massive
and shows only indistinct layering. Above aseeond sharpstone conglomerate with imbri
cated slabs the gneiss-derived debris becomes crudely bedded and finer grained with a high
proportion of kaolinitic matrix.
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I nterpreta tion

This facies af the basal deposits bears strong resemblance to material deposited from
mass transport like fanglomerate ar pebbly mudstones (Crowell, 1957). The difference to
the normal Jithologie lies in the near complete absence ol' fine grained, muddy material in
the matrix. The matrix is sand sized and forms the supporting medium for the cobble and
boulders ol' gneiss.

The imbricated base indicate a very high flow regime with abundant bed load. It could
corre pond to a channel deposit. The gradual transition upwards into the chaotic mix
ture af coar'e sand with large outsize cobble is mo t likely interpreted as a change to a
slurry flow, where the ab ence of fine material in the matrix may be an original feature
(type ol' weathering). The slurry flow presumably repre ents the slower fraction ol' the totaJ
mobilized mass. The available water wa able to drain quickly from the com'se bulk,
fonning the high bed load channel deposit at the base. Two depositional cycles are pre
served.

Disregarding the speculation over a possibJe transport mechanism, the deposit clearly
shows that high energy flow proce se also were active during the submergence of the
basement. Since most basal parts of thc 'normal' Cretaceous sediments indicate low relief
energy, il might be assumed that a period with active faulting preceded lhe more tranquil
phase of 'normal' deposition. The resulling localized rejuvenation of lhe relief initiated lhe
redi tribution of the pre-Cretaceous regolith.

Fig. 31. Mass transport deposit below norrnaJJy developed Cretaceous sediments.
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Sedimentary facies of tbe Cretaceous sediments

The Early Cretaeeous sediments on north-eastern Ogssuaq reaeh from sea level to
around 880 maltitude. The true thiekness is diffieult to aseertain owing to lhe oeellrrenee
of the repeated younger faulting, bul should not be mueh less than 800 m.

The sequenee ean be subdivided into four major facies types (fig. 32), which include:
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Facies 1 (Irregularly bedded, alternating shales and sandstones)

In the region east of lkorfat the basal facies is developed over recognizable basement
highs like the lkorfat promontory , around Qaerssuarsuk and west of Kuk (figs 24 &25).

Facies 1 consists of irregularly beclclecl discontinuous coarse sandstones with black silty
shaly intercalations. Thin coal seams and seamlets are found locally. The thickness of this
facies varies, but normaIly does not exceed 50-70 m. The white to fawn coloured sand
stones are frequently an-anged as stacked channels (Brown, 1975) an a small scale
(between 6-10 m horizontal extent, wiclth-<lepth ratios around J3 in the surrounding
shales). More continuolls sandstone units are relatively thin (20-30 cm), with abundant
pebbles and granules of poorly rounded vein quartz in c1iscontinllous layers. IrreguJar
trough cross-bedding, generally with low angle sets, is the dominant sedimentaJ'y structure
(fig. 33).

The sand is coarse grained and in general poorly sorted. Angular quartz, feldspar and the
occurrence of compound quartz-feldspar aggregates is suggestive of a derivation from a
gneiss-dominated terrain. The granite wash nature is well preserved and indicates short
transport. Pore space is frequently occupied by kaolonitic degradation products of the
felclspars.

The siltstones-shales are very carbonaceous and micaceous. Outsize quartz and feldspar
clasts are very eommon and oeeur dispersed as well as in small flasers.

Pyrite is very common to both the main lithologies; ingle concretions up to IO cm in
diameter have been observed in sandstones. In the siltstones-shales pyrite also oceurs in
eoncretions, but is normally dispersed as millimetre sized framboidal aggretates.

Facies 2 (Fissile carbonaceous shales with evenly bedded,
thin sandstones)

This facies has its maximum development just to the east of lkolfat and presumably
interfingers at the base both eastwarcls and westwarcls with equivalents of facies l. The

Fig. 33. Facies with stacked
channeis, Slibestensfjeldet.
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total thickness is close to 200 m. It is characterized by very evenly bedded and fissile dark
shale with intercalations of thin, very continuous bands of siltstone and fine sandstone. The
thickness of the bands rarely exceeds 5-10 cm, but single bands up to 50 cm do occur. The
vertical distance between individual sandstone bands varies, but is normally in the range of
at least 3-5 m, although occasionally denser clustering is found, especiaIly towards the top
70m.

The fine sandstones have very slightly irregular bases with occasionally shallow sole
marks, show faint size grading in the lower parts and parallellaminations in central parts,
whereas the top 1-2 cm are cross-Iaminated. The very low angle cross-Iamination is accen
tuated by carbonaceous plant debris on foreset laminae. Small scour-and-fill structures are
occasionally found. In some beds irregular burrows of the 'siphonites-association' are
preserved. Bed surfaces show a variety of structures, predominantly very shallow rippie
marks (wavelength 12-15 cm, rippie height 0.5-1 cm). Mica flakes and plant debris are
concentrated in the depressions between ripples. Although the rippie marks show interfer
ence between two or three directions, a dominating 1200_1400 alignment is clearly recog
nizable. On some surfaces shallow toolmarks and narrow, polygonal mudcracks are found.
The toolmarks are frequently oriented at right angles to the aligned ripplemarks. Very
characteristic is the reddish brown oxidation colour of some beds which contrasts with the
more frequent grey-green coloration. The fine sandstones are dense and well cemented by
carbonate.

Facies 3 (Cross-bedded, fine to medium sandstones)

The transition to facies 3 is gradual. Towards the top of facies 2 single sandstone units
appear, which incontrast to the very evenly bedded thin sands are cross-bedded with
slightly downcutting bases and even tops. Single foresets are emphasized by a granule
layer of subangular to rounded quartz. Cross-bedding is of both planar and festoon type
with high depositional angles.

Some ofthese transitional cross-bedded sand bodies are lens shaped; others are horizon
tally continuous. The shaly intercalations between sandstones become gradually thinner.

The clean sandstone facies begins rather abruptly with a downcutting base, above a
final, thicker interval of fissile shale (fig. 34). Going up through the sequence bedding
planes are straight and parallel, apart from occasional major scours with channel like
depressions at their bases.

The yellowish weathering sandstones have very uniform grain size distributions, the
bulk being of fine to medium sand with coarser materiaion foreset laminae or in horizontal
bands of small thickness (centimetre range). Shaly or carbonaceous components are almost
completely absent; only towards the top are details of lamination emphasized by
carbonaceous-shaly laminae. Cementation by carbonate is very thorough.

Facies 4 (Coarsening upwards cydes af limited thickness)

Facies 4 can be best described as consisting of a condensed version of a combination of
facies 1 to 3, essentiaIly as an upward coarsening cycle. Dark fissile shales-siltstones
abruptly overlie the sandstones of facies 3. A shaly leaf-coal horizon of approximately 2
m thickness is an excellent marker for the base of this facies development.
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Fig. 34. Contact between facies 2 and facies 3 in lhe Kugssinikavsak gully.

In going upwards gradually the number of sandy beds increases concurrently with an
increa e in thickness of the individual beds from around 5 cm to around 30 cm. In contrast
to the underlying sandstone of facies 3, the sands are coar er, poorly cemented and con
tain abundant carbonaceous detritus dispersed within the matrix a well a concentrated on
Jaminae. The vertical tripartition in a mas ive, slightly graded basal part, a parallel Jami
nated central part and cross-Iaminated top part i retained in more continuous beds
wherea' in some parts lenticular beddi ng occurs. This intermediatc sequence is then fol
lowed abrllptly by an 8-10 m thick sandstone unit withollt major participation of car
bonaceOll and/or shaly material. The sandstone is coarse, freqllently pebbly , strongly
cross-bedded with both planar and trough cross-bedding.

At least four normal developments of these upwards coarsening cycJes, each approxi
mately 20-30 m thick, are recognizable in the upper part of the sections. The cycles
towards the top of the sequence are characterized by the occurrence of ru ty brown
cementation horizon forrned of ferrous oxide-hydrates. They occur either as centimetre
thick crusts, cementing loosely packed sand on bedding surfaces or as irregular bands
subparallel to Ol' cro s-cutting bedding planes.

In some of lhe pebbly bed , reworked fragments of these ferrous cementation horizons
indicate syndepositional formation. The position of a conglomeratic deveJopment, topping
the sedimentary sequence just below the Tertiary pillow brcccias is too uncertain with
regard to its exact stratigraphic position. It is provisionally excludcd from the Early Cre
taceou section; a very similar development is also found in the same position west of the
Ikorfat fault, just a short distance below the vo1canic rocks on top of the Late Cretaceous
sequence there. It mighl represent the regression lIJface at the ba e of the Tertiary.
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Interpretation

The absence of a marine fauna does not allowadoser zonation of the sediments, but an
Albian age has been established for lower parts of the section and in the uninterrupted
sequence a Late Albian-Cenomanian age for a horizon from the uppermost part is indi
cated by palynological studies. Preparations from the lowest strata have so far yielded
indeterminate palynological assemblages with poor preservation (Croxton, personal com
munication, 1976).

For a more definite determination ofthe depositional environment the content ofbiolog
icaI indicators is insufficient. However, the occurrence of dinoflagellates together with
burrows distributed through the lower parts of the succession (facies 2) are indicative of
some marine influence. Detailed sedimentological analysis requires additional studies of
the association of sedimentary structures and their sequence. Similarly granulometric and
petrographic investigations would have be to applied. For the present initial interpretation
of the sedimentary sequence and its implication for the development of the basin the field
data have to suffice.

Facies 1 is characterized by well defined separation of size fractions into one deposited
from upper flow regime (Harms & Fahnestock, 1965) bed load (sand) and one deposited
predominantly from ,suspension under tranquil conditions (shale). The bed load deposits
display dearly channel characteristics, with preferential compaction of the underlying
overbank shale leading to the development of stacked channeis. This implies prevalence of
a very low energy environment with minimal relief, where compaction differences were
sufficient to create the necessary relief to form channels for a subsequent depositional
process. Lateral migration of channels as well as crevasse splay led to the irregularly
bedded appearance of many of the sandstone units. The few thin and more continuous
sandstone beds would represent larger sc,tie sheet flood deposits. There are no signs of
prolonged reworking in the sediments, which implies rapid deposition and/or deposition
beyond the reach of waves and currents.

The composition of the sand betrays its derivation from a gneiss terrain; the relative
freshness of the feldspars indicates rapid transport from the source area. Micas together
with the fine fraction were removed from the bulk, owing to their different hydraulic
behaviour and deposited further downslope as separate fraction. The greyish fawn colours
of the sandstones, the presence of pyrite together with thin coal seamlets rich in vitrinite
indicates that the depositional environment was deficient in oxygen.

A subsiding lower alluvial plain is envisaged as the depositional environment. The abun
dance of coarse detrital material in a fluviatile system would downdip lead to the develop·,
ment of a constructive deltaic shoreline (Selley, 1970) with resulting differentiation of the
non-framework (interdistributary) facies.

Facies 2 is interpreted as the consequent development of facies 1. The thick laminated
carbonaceous shales-siltstones represent the downslope or lateral deposits in a low energy
environment of the sand-dominated 'lag' sediments of the alluvial plain. The very evenly
bedded thin sandstones with their typical vertical sequence of sedimentary structures are
similarly related. They were deposited downslope during major flood phases when the
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occasionally preserved sheet sands mentioned under facies l were formed updip. The faint
resemblance to distal turbidites is seen as substantiation of transport of fine sand sized
material in turbulent suspension.

The red oxidation colour of many of the sandstone beds apparently contradicts the
interpretation of a subaqueous reducing environment; in most cases it can be seen that the
coloration is caused by weathering of the iron carbonate cement and only extends approx
imately 5-10 mm into the fresh rock.

The interpreted facies relationship implies a transgressive trend, presumably caused by
continuing subsidence. Additional evidence is provided by the occurrence of infrequently
observed dinoflagelIate cysts (Croxton, personal communication, 1976), burrows of the
siphonites association and the abundance of carbonate cement in the sandstones.

Towards the top parts offacies 2 a gradual increase in the frequency of occurrence and in
thickness of sand units is observable. This can be interpreted as the initiation of the
reversal of the basal transgressive trend. Slowing down of the subsidence presumably led
to the gradual infilling, which allowed the advance of coarser sediments over the shales
siltstones.

Facies characteristics would indicate lagoonal environment; alternativelya subaqueous
delta platform development could be envisaged. In the latter case protective barriers
towards the top delta front would have to be postulated.

Facies 3 indicates a return to high energy depositional environment and thus may rep
resent the culmination of the regressive trend indicated in top parts of facies 2. Sedimen
tary features like low angle cross-bedding of unimodal dip within laterally persistent,
evenly bedded sandstones, the moderate to good sorting, absence of carbonaceous debris,
micas and elays within the sandstones, and the presence of occasional channels are consis
tent with the development of a prograding sandy shoreline (Masters, 1967). This interpreta
tion would reasonably well fit a consistent spatial evolution of the sedimentary environ
ments, resulting in a transgressive-regressive couplet of considerable thickness.

Facies 4. The repetition ofupwards coarsening sequences oflimited thickness (10--30 m)
in this facies is primarilyan indication of more rapidly changing depositional conditions.

Upwards coarsening sequences are generally recognized as being genetically related to
prograding shorelines. The detailed facies relationships within described offlap sequences
from deltaic environments (Oomkens, 1967; Allen, 1965; van Veen, 1971; Visher, 1965) are
strongly dependent on the overall depositional framework, which has not yet been deter
mined to any detail in the embayment. A more thorough discussion of the interpretative
possibilities would go beyond the framework of this account.

Conciusions

Rosenkrantz & Pulvertaft (1969) described the Early Cretaceous sediments on the north
coast of Nt1gssuaq as limnic, without giving facts or observations other than the absence of
a marine fauna.

Thick non-marine elastic sequences are known from post-orogenic molasse type basins
in developing foredeeps as well as from intramontane basins. The latter are commonly
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related to major structural features associated with tensional faulting and lead to the
formation of horst and graben structures, features that have been described by Henderson
(1973) from West Greenland.

The facies developments as described above would indicate the initation of a developing
depression within the embayment by pronounced crustal movements earlier than the mid
Early Cretaceous. The volcanic event leading to the deposition ofthe acid tuffis connected
to these movements. Resulting relief differences caused the rapid redistribution of the
thick, presumably pre-Mesozoic regolith in non-marine environments. Subsequent move
ments consisted of a gradual downwarping with redistribution and reworking of regolithic
material by drainage systems (facies 1 and 2). Renewed acceleration of baselevel changes
began with the onset of facies 3, which found its culmination in the more rapid cyc1ic
repetitions of facies 4.

The indications of marine influence during the deposition of the described sediments are
inconc1usive; the sparse organic traces (dinoflagellates and burrows) could equally well
have originated in a large non-marine basin. The subsequent tectonic development of the
cratonic margin in the Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary, when tensional block faulting
concurrent with increasing marine influence, led to greater facies differentiation, tends to
suggest in analogy a similar marginal situation for the described part of the embayment.
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